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(Received 14 February 1967; revised 5 April 1968) 
IT IS the purpose of this paper to construct some examples of 2,) S’, and SO(k) actions on 
S”. Two constructions are given. The first proves the existence of S’ and Z, actions on S”, 
the fixed point set of the S’ action will be an (n - 2)-sphere, the fixed point set of the Z, 
action will be an (n - I)-sphere, the actions are free on the complement of the fixed point 
set, and in both cases the orbit space fails to be a manifold with boundary. The second 
construction will prove the existence of SO(k) actions on S” with somewhat similar pro- 
perties. Related results may be found in [I], [4], [9], [lo], [13], [14] and [15]. The author 
wishes to thank Professor D. Montgomery for bringing these problems to his attention. 
The second construction is the “ standard ” construction used in the differentiable and 
generalized cohomology manifold cases to classify actions of this type. It is shown in this 
paper that topological actions of SO(k) on S” can be constructed by this method which are 
not equivalent to differentiable actions. It follows from the first part of the paper that there 
exist examples of S’ (and Z,) acting on S” which can not be constructed using this “ standard ” 
construction. 
It is known ([5], Chapter XV) that two topological actions of the type studied in this 
paper are classified by the topological type of the orbit space. 
$1. NOTATION 
Throughout the paper Rk will denote Euclidean k-space, R” will be regarded as the hyper- 
plane R”+ ’ with last coordinates zero, B” will denote ((xi, x2 , . . . , x,,): x, 2 0} u {co}, and 
D” and S” will denote the standard n-cell and n-sphere, respectively. SO(k) denotes the 
group of all orientation preserving orthogonal transformations of Rk onto itself. Suppose G 
is an upper semi-continuous decomposition of a space X. X/G will denote the associated 
decomposition space. 
A closed set C in R3 is tame if there is a homeomorphism h of R3 onto itself such that 
h[C] is a subcomplex of some rectilinear triangulation of R3. C is wild if there is no such 
homeomorphism. The set C is locally tame at a point p if there is a neighborhood N of p 
and a homeomorphism of N into E3 that takes N n C onto a tame set. If there is no such 
neighborhood N ofp, then C is locally wild at p. It is known [6] that a closed set is tame in 
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R3 if it is locally tame at each of its points. The set of points at C of which it is locally tame 
is an open subset of C, and the set at which it is locally wild is closed. The subset at which 
it is locally wild is called the wild subset of C. 
$2. AN S’ ACTION ON S4 
The constructions carried out in this and the following section will be referred to in 
this paper as the first construction. 
Let C denote the union of the Alexander horned sphere and its non-simply connected 
complementary domain in S3. Let P denote the x-y plane in R3 and let A, be a 3-cell 
embedded in {(x, y, z): z 2 O> as shown in Fig. 1. Let AX1 and A,, be 3-cells embedded in 
Int A, as shown in Fig. 1. The process is continued. Ai will denote the union of all the 
FIG. 1. 
3-cells at the jth stage. If H is the upper semi-continuous decomposition of {(x, y, z) : z 2 0} 
u {co} whose non-degenerate elements are the components of A’ n A2 n A3 n . . . , then 
((x, y, z): z 2 0)) u {cQ)/H is homeomorphic to C. It can be assumed that each non- 
degenerate element of H is a polyhedral arc. For further details see [3]. 
Suppose ((x, y, z): z 2 0} is rotated around the x-y plane in R4. Let Fi, . . . i, and Fj 
denote the image of A,,. . .i, and A’, respectively, under the rotation. Let G denote the upper 
semi-continuous decomposition of R4 v (00) whose non-degenerate elements are the com- 
ponents of F’ n F2 n . . . . Note that each Fi,. . .i, is homeomorphic with S2 x D2. If h is 
a homeomorphism from S2 x D2 onto Fi,. . eij, then LUB{dia. h[{t} x D2]: t E S2> is the 
cross-sectional diameter of Fi,. . .i, with respect to h. Fi,. . .i, has cross-sectional diameter less 
than E if and only if there exists a homeomorphism h such that the cross-sectional diameter 
Of Fi,. . .il with respect to h is less than E. 
If T is the union of an (n - I)-sphere and one of its complementary domains in S” 
then K(T) will denote the upper semi-continuous decomposition of S’ x T such that g is a 
non-degenerate element of K(T) if and only if there exists an element x in BdT such that 
g = s’ x {Xl. 
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THEOREM 1. R4 u {oo}/G is homeomorphic with S1 x C/K(C). 
Proof Let B3 denote {(x, y, z): z 2 0) u (co} and B denote the unit ball in R3 with 
center at (0, 0, 3). Let T1 denote the solid torus in S4 obtained by rotating B around the 
P u {a}. Then Cl(S4 - T) is homeomorphic with D2 x S2 and it can be assumed that for 
each t E S2, there exists an element s in BdB such that D2 x {t} agrees with S1 x {s}. Let 4 
be a map from S4 onto S4 which collapses D2 x {t} to a point for each t E S2. Then $J 
defines a homeomorphism from S4/G onto S1 x C/K(C). 
It follows that there is an S’ action on R4 u {oo}/G with fixed point set F, the image 
of R2 u (00) under the projection map. Since each non-degenerate element of G intersects 
R2 u (03) in a one-point set, the fixed point set F is a 2-sphere. The orbit space is homeo- 
morphic with C, and rc1(S4/G - F) is isomorphic with rrlS1 x qInt C. 
THEOREM 2. R4 u {co}/G is homeomorphic with S4. 
Proof It will be proved that there is a pseudo-isotopy $t from R4 onto itself such that 
for each t, I), is the identity outside F’, for each g E G, $r(g) is a one point set, and @I is 
1: 1 on R4 - u {g: g is a non-degenerate element of G}. Hence R4/G is homeomorphic to 
R4, and (R4/G) u (00) is homeomorphic to (R u {co})/G. 
The existence of $t is a consequence of the following lemmas. 
LI?MMA 3. Suppose B, is the homeomorphic image of F’ in R4, P1, P2, . . . , and P,, are 
disjoint subsets of R4 such that, if K is a component of Pi n B1 then there is a simple closed 
curve S’ on S2 x (0) such that K = St x D2, andfor each i andj, i # j, Pi n B, is contained 
in some component of B, - Pi. Then there exists an isotopy h from R4 onto R4 which is the 
identity outside B, and an integer z such that, for each Bi,. . .iz, hl[Bili.. J intersects at most 
one of the Pi’s, and if K is a component Of h,[Bi,. . .iz ] n Pi, then there exists a simple closed 
curve S’ on S2 x (0) such that K = S2 x D2. 
Proof The proof is by induction on the number n. If n = 1 the lemma is true. Suppose 
the lemma is true for k I n - I. Assume the components of (UP,) n S2 x (0) are ordered 
with respect o some point t in S2 x (0) such that, for some i and each j # i, Pi n S2 x (0) 
and t are in the same component of S2 x (0) - Pi, and Pj n S2 x (0) and t are in the same 
component of S2 x (0) - Pi. Then there exists an integer j # i such that for each m # j, 
P,,, n S2 x (0) and t are contained in the same component of S2 x (0) - Pj. Let S1 be a 
simple closed curve on S2 x (0) such that S’ intersects each simple closed curve in 
CUr*i9r*j Pr) n S2 x {0} in exactly two points, a O-sphere, and Pi n S2 x (0) and Pi n S2 x 
(0) are in different components of S2 x (0) - S’. 
Let D, and D, denote the closures of the two complementary domains of S2 x (0) - S’. 
Then there exists an isotopy f from R4 onto R4 such that fi[B,,] is like the product of two 
copies of D, sewn together at S’ with D2 and fi[BB12] is like the product of two copies of 
D, sewn together at S’ with D2. Then fi [B,,] and fi [B12] satisfy the hypothesis of the lemma 
with the number of subsets less than or equal to n - 1. Hence the lemma follows by 
induction. 
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LEMMA 4. Suppose B, is the homeomorphic image of F’ in R4, P1, P,, . . . , and P,, are 
disjoint subsets of R4 such that for each component K of (UP,) n B, there is a simple closed 
curve S1 in S2 x (0) such that K = S’ x D2. Then there exist an isotopy h from R4 onto R4 
which is fixed outside B, and an integer z such that, for each Bi, . . . i, , h,[B,, .., .j, intersects at 
most one of the Pi’s, and if K is a component of h, [Bi, J then there is a simple closed curve 
S1 in S2 x (0) such that K = S’ x D2. 
Proof. tit {Q1, Q,, . . . , Q,} denote the collection of components of (UP,) n B,. Then 
B,, Q,, Q2 3 . . . , and Q, satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 3. 
LEMMA 5. If B1 is the homeomorphic image of F’ in R4, andP,, P, , . . . , P,, , Q,, Q, , . . . , 
and Q, are subsets of R4 such that, if i #j, then Pi n Pj = 4 and Qi n Qj = 4, and if K 
is a component Of Pi n B, or Qi n B,, then there exists a simple closed curve S’ in S2 x (0) 
such thar K = S’ x D2. Then there exist an isotopy h from R4 onto R4 which isjixed outside 
B, and an integer z such that, for each Bi, iz, h,[Bi, . . . i, ] intersects at most one of the Qi’s 
and at most one of the Pi)s, and if K is a component of h,[Bi,...Jz n Pj or h,[Bi,... J n Qj. 
then there is a simple closed curve S1 in S2 x (0) such that K = S’ x D2. 
ProoJ The proof is by induction. If the proof of Lemma 3 and Lemma 4 is repeated 
and S1 has the property that if it intersects a simple closed curve in (UQi) n Sz x {0}, then 
it intersects it in exactly two points, then there is an isotopy f from R4 onto itself that is 
fixed outside B, and an integer z such that, for each Bi, . . . il, fi [Bi, . . . i,] intersects at most 
one of the Pi’s, if K is a component of fi[B,,...J n Pi or fi[Bi,...J n Qj, then there is a 
simple closed curve S’ in S2 x (0) such that K = S’ x D2. Then apply a similar argument 
tofi[Bi, . . . i,l, QI, (22 9 . . . , and Q, . 
LEMMA 6. There exists a pseudo-isotopy with the desired properties. 
Proof. Let ci be a sequence of positive numbers with limit 0. There exists an integer J 
such that each component of Fj has cross-sectional diameter less than Ed. Then there exist 
two disjoint collections {pl, p2, . . . , p,} and {ql, q2, . . . , q,,,} of simple closed curves in the 
S2 x (0) centers of the components of Fj such that, if Pi = pi x D2, Qi = qi x D2, and K 
is a connected subset of Fj with diameter greater than Ed, then K intersects at least two of 
the P,‘s or K intersects at least two of the Qi’s. Applying Lemma 5 to each component of Fj 
and the collections {PI, P, , . . . , P,} and {Q,, . . . , Q,}, there is an isotopyf’ from R4 onto 
R4 which is fixed outside Fj and an integer z1 such that, each component of fi’[F”‘] inter- 
sects at most one of the Pi’s and at most one of the Q,‘s, and it can be assumed that each 
component of fi’ [F”] has cross-sectional diameter less than e2 . 
There exist two disjoint collections (pll, p12, . . . , plrcl)) and {qll, q12, . . . , ql,nCIJ} of 
simple closed curves in the S2 x (0) centers of the components of fi’ such that, if P,i = 
Pli X D2, Q,i = qli X D2, and K is a connected subset of fil[Fz’] with diameter greater 
than E=, then K intersects at least two of the Pi’s or K intersects at least two of the Qls. 
Apply Lemma 5 to each component of fll[F*‘] and the collections {P,,, . . . , Pl,C1)} and 
((2 11, . . . , Ql,,,(l,} to obtain ,f’ and z2. Continue by induction. $, is the pseudo-isotopy 
defined by taking the limit of thef”s. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
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Since n,(S4 - F) M 2 x rrl Int C and n,Znt C is not finitely generated, it follows that 
F is knotted in S4. F is locally flat except at a Cantor set. 
In 14, Theorem 2.11, Bing proves, for each closed subset X of S2 without isolated points 
there is an involution of S3 such that the wild subset of the fixed point set was topologically 
equivalent to X. It follows that there are uncountably many distinct orbit spaces of invo- 
lutions of S3 with 2-spheres as fixed point sets. It is clear that Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 
are valid for the decompositions described by Bing in [4]. Since the orbit space of the S1 
action on S4 is the same as the orbit space of the involution on S3, we have the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 7. There are uncountably many distinct S’ actions on S4 WithJixedpoint set a 
2-sphere and acting fi-eely elsewhere. 
53. S’ ACTIONS ON S” 
The above process generalizes to yield S’ actions on S”. Let G” denote {H n {(x, y, z, W) : 
w 2 0} : H E G} u {(co}}. Then G” is an upper semi-continuous decomposition of the 4-cell 
B4. If G’ is the upper semi-continuous decomposition of S5 obtained by spinning G” around 
the boundary of the 4-cell, B4, then G’ will play the role of G in the previous section. 
At this point it should be observed that B4/G” can be embedded in S4 such that it is 
the union of a 3-sphere and one of its complementary domains in S4. 
Generalize the above to obtain G(n), G”(n), and G’(n + 1) as upper semi-continuous 
decompositions of S”, B” and S”+l respectively. 
THEOREM 8. There exist S’ actions on S” such that the jixed point set is homeomorphic 
to &!Y2, the action is free except on thefixedpoint set, and the orbit space of the action is not 
a manifold with boundary. 
Proof. Lemmas 3-6 generalize so that Theorems 1 and 2 follow. Hence there is an S’ 
action on S” with orbit space B”/G’(n) and with Bd(B”/G), as its tixed point set. 
$4. INVOLUTIONS ON S” 
THEOREM 9. There exist involutions on S” with S”-’ as fixed point set, acting freely 
except on the jixed point set, and the orbit space of the involution is not a manifold with 
boundary. 
Proof. It is clear that for each n, the orbit space K,, of the S1 action constructed above on 
S” is homeomorphic to the union of an (n - 2)-sphere and one of its complementary do- 
mains in S”-‘. The same techniques can be used to show that K, can be embedded in S”-’ 
such that there is a homeomorphism h from K, onto CI(S”-l - K,,) which leaves each point 
of BdK,, pointwise fixed. Therefore h is an involution of S”. K,, can be embedded in S’-’ 
such that its boundary is tame except at a Cantor set C and C is wildly embedded in S’-’ 
and the boundary of K,, . 
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THEOREM 10. There exist uncountably many equivalent actions of the type described in 
Theorems 8 and 9. 
Proof There is an uncountable collection {C,} of topologically distinct closed con- 
nected subsets of S”, (n 2 2), with the property that for each ~1, C, is the only non-degenerate 
component of the closure of the union of a null-family of Cantor sets which may be em- 
bedded in S” in any way one chooses. Hence Bing’s arguments of [4] may be generalized 
to show the existence of uncountably many inequivalent S1 and ZZ actions on S,, . 
$5. SO(k) ACTIONS ON S 
The following will be referred to in this paper as the second construction. 
Let G c SO(k + 1) be a subgroup that acts transitively on the unit sphere Sk, and 
Xnek be a given space (usually with non-empty boundary). gk+l is naturally a G-space by 
extending the action of G on Sk to Dk”. Xnmk x Dk” is a G-space with the action con- 
centrated on Dk’l. If we restrict the action to the boundary of Xnmk x Dkil, then we get a 
G-space Bd(X”- k x Dk” ) with Sk as principle orbit type and orbit space Xnmk u (BdXnmk x 
[0, 11) where BdXnmk and BdXnWk x (0) are identified. The lixed point set is homeomorphic 
with BdXnmk and the action is free on the complement of the fixed point set. We wish to 
show there exist spaces X”-k which are not manifolds, but Bd(Xnmk x Dk+‘) is S, and the 
orbit space is not a manifold. 
Suppose Xnmk is a space with BdXnek homeomorphic to Sn-k-1. Then Bd(Xnbk x 
Dk+‘) is S” if and only if Xnmk x Sk can be embedded in S” such that the closure of its 
complement is a torus Sn-k-1 x Dk+‘. 
THEOREM 11. There exist SO(k) actions on S” withfixedpoint set S”-k-l, acting freely 
on the complement of thejixedpoint set, the orbit space is not a mantfold with boundary, but 
a manifold with boundary, but the boundary of the orbit space has a product neighborhood in 
the orbit space. 
Proof. Let A be a non-cellular arc in the interior of Dnmk and let XnWk be Dnmk/A. Then 
X”-k is not a manifold, in fact, XnMk can not be embedded in Snmk. It follows from [2] that 
for any k 2 1, Xnmk x Sk is homeomorphic with Dnek x Sk and hence Xnmk x Sk can be 
embedded in S” such that the closure of its complement in S” is a torus Sri-k- ’ x Dk”. 
The fact that Bd(Xnmk x Dk+‘) is S” also follows from [lo, Theorem 21 which states that 
Xnmk x Dk+’ is homeomorphic to Dnfk” if k 2 1. It follows that there is a G-action on S” 
with Xnmk v (BdXnVk x D’) as orbit space, and fixed point set S”-k-‘. Since BdDnek has 
a collar neighborhood in Dnmk it follows that the orbit space of the above action is just 
X”_k. 
An interesting property of examples of the type above have orbit spaces which are not 
manifolds but the boundary of the orbit space is a manifold. This is still true if a non- 
cellular arc in also collapsed in BdXnYk, although the fixed point set is no longer a manifold. 
Since SO(2) is the same as S’, it is interesting to see how the two constructions in this 
paper are related in that case. The first construction can be applied to the space Xnsk 
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(Xnmk is a cell with an arc in its interior collapsed), and by [2] it follows that we do obtain 
an S’ action on Snpk+’ with X”-k as orbit space and Snmk-’ for the fixed point set. However, 
a generalization of the first construction to obtain SO(k) actions on S” for k > 2 is not clear. 
Suppose we take one of the orbit spaces obtained in the first construction. Each of these 
spaces has the property that it can be embedded in the sphere of the same dimension such 
that the closure of its complement is a cell. Hence when we carry out the second construction 
we always obtain a cell for the orbit space. It follows that the action is equivalent o the stan- 
dard orthogonal action. 
It is also clear that none of the actions given by the first construction can be obtained 
from the second construction, since none of the orbit spaces in those examples have a 
neighborhood of the boundary homeomorphic to the product of the boundary and the unit 
interval. Any orbit space obtained from the second construction will have such a neighbor- 
hood. Notice that even though the product of the orbit space Xflmk obtained in the first 
construction with Dk” is never homeomorphic with Dn’l, we obtain the standard action 
when applying the second construction to Xnek. 
In general it is not known whether every space X which is the union of an (n - I)-sphere 
and one of its complementary domains in S,, can be embedded in S” such that the closure 
of its complement is an n-cell. If there is a space X which does not have this property, but 
does have the property that for some k, X x Dk can be embedded in Sn+k so that the closure 
of its complement is homeomorphic with S” x Dk, then the second construction could be 
carried out with X to obtain interesting examples. It is known [12] that for n = 3 every X 
has the above property, so that the second construction is not very interesting in this case. 
If for n = 3 we take any X which is not a 3-cell and apply the first construction, then a non- 
trivial example is obtained provided the space S4/G is S4. 
THEOREM 12. S4/C is not always S4. 
ProoJ The proof is due to Cantrell [7, Theorem 71, and it is included here for 
completeness. Let A be the Fox-Artin arc in Fig. 2. Let X be the space obtained as follows. 
Assume A is contained in the interior of a 341 C except for its tame endpoint which is on 
+-7---Y 
+iJ(--J A-- y$ ----- -____-_____ 
/ 
,I 
/ 
_--. 
/ 
FIG. 2. 
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the boundary of C. Let X be the space CIA. S4/G then is homeomorphic to the space 
obtained by rotating C around its boundary and collapsing the image of A to a point. Since G 
has only one non-degenerate element, S4/G is homeomorphic to S4 if and only if the non- 
degenerate element is point-like in S4. If the image of A is point-like in S4 and K is any 
2-sphere in S4 then S4 -(K u image of A) is simply connected. Let K be the a-sphere in 
S4 which is the image of the arc B in Fig. 2 under the rotation. Let P denote the projection 
of S4 onto the orbit space of the S’ action which is X. P is continuous so if S4 - (K v image 
of A) is simply-connected then P[S4 - (K u image of A)] is simply-connected. But P[S4 - 
(K u image of A)] is X - (A v B) which is not simply-connected by [S]. 
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